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          It was the third time he’d asked. Colonel Lethbridge-
Stewart’s journey had taken close to a week to reach Cairo,
and Ahmed was certain that this fact was about to be
brought up again, but the site of the black granite slab proved
to be enough of a distraction.

The trawler tilted slightly from the weight as the surface
water burst, and the pulley system’s engine finally won. Two
divers guided the rock as the holding ropes strained, heaving
it onto the main deck.  The sunlight almost crackled in the
air with heat across the Alexandria shoreline.  Even the
noise of the Abu Qir Bay docks in the distance seemed to
go silent as the crew stared suspiciously at what they could
now see. It looked new, freshly carved; completely bereft of
any decay or barnacles.

‘I thought you said it had been down there for centuries?’
Lethbridge-Stewart levelled an instamatic camera at its
indented texture, neatly layered in rows, which was almost
like lettering, as he tried to focus the lens and follow his
orders to document everything. Ahmed moved alongside
him.

‘Paris and Helen of Troy were stranded here, when
Menelaus was trying to hunt them down.’

‘Had to wait for the ferry, did they?’

— CHAPTER ONE —

Three Thousand &
Thirty Six Miles

‘Have you any idea exactly how far that is?’
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‘The city was lost to the waters nearly two thousand
years ago, Colonel. Artefacts, trinkets, trivial remains
compared to, well...  They’ve been found before, but nothing
like these have ever been seen.’

‘To be honest, old chap, that still doesn’t tell me why
I’m here.’ He focused on a clearly chiselled image. As far
as he could see, it was the oval outline of an egg, nothing
more. ‘These are just rocks.’

‘You need to speak to General Cosgrove,’ said Ahmed
as he smiled wearily.  He already knew what he was letting
Lethbridge-Stewart in for. ‘The more of an impact you
make…’  His voice was competing with the engine as the
Bull Nose Morris veered wildly round a corner.  ‘The more
likely people are to remember you.’

Street vendors dived for cover, some grabbing baskets of
fruit and trinkets to get their stock out of the car’s way.
Lethbridge-Stewart found he was clinging tightly to the
passenger door and the side of his seat.

‘I’m just not used to counter intelligence officers being
so–’

‘Colourful?’ General Cosgrove grinned beneath his huge
handle bar moustache. The bow tie, white fatigues and pith
helmet made him even more distinctive. ‘Like I say. Method
behind the madness.  Anyone takes a bullet to me, it’ll be
noticed that I’m gone. Too many questions. Don’t you
think?’

The brakes screeched as the car pulled up at a street
corner. Cosgrove leaned out of the window and spoke with
a vendor, clearly haggling. In seconds they were on the
move again, narrowly avoiding a donkey loaded with palm
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leaves.
‘Here, try this on.’
Before he could say anything, Lethbridge-Stewart felt a

hat being wedged onto his head.
‘It’s called a fez, old man. Like I say. Time for you to

be noticed...’
The brakes screeched again. A handcart just ahead had

overturned, and traders were arguing over the value of
damaged melons as Cosgrove sounded the car horn.

‘Suppose I’d better take you to see the alien.’
‘The what?’ Lethbridge-Stewart stared at the general.
‘Well, hardly likely to call him Colin or Clive, am I now?’

Lethbridge-Stewart stood in the dimly lit room, lightly
fingering the metal implements on the mortician’s tray in
front of him.

‘How many people know about this?’
‘I should think half of Cairo. The walls are lead lined,

under the advice of your colleague. Professor something-or-
other? But they’re not sound proofed.’

‘Yes, yes, quite. Possible radiation. Has it been
checked?’ Lethbridge-Stewart sorted through the tools on
the tray. Hardly the most hygienic equipment, but the
hospital ward was on lock down and there were no staff to
help.

‘Technology here is less than forthcoming. We just have
to make do. Let’s put it like this, nobody’s died yet, if that’s
any consolation?’

‘Is there something I could keep this in?’ Using a pair of
tweasers, Lethbridge-Stewart delicately lifted a brittle
section of skin. Against the overhead light bulb, there was
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a grey texture to it and veins coursing through its structure,
like a petrified leaf.

‘We’ve given him the code name of “The Tourist”.
Thought it was rather apt.’ Cosgrove emptied an envelope
from his inside jacket pocket and handed it over.

The body was dehydrated, technically mummified by
the sand and dust that had enveloped it for so long, but while
the integrity of its shape was clearly humanoid, its anatomy
was anything but.  The oval skull and eye sockets, the thin
lips curled wide in pain across the jaw, and the protruding
tendons weaving round the arms to the extended length of
its fingers, curled as though clutching something. It was
impossible to tell its age, but the height was almost certainly
that of a child.

‘Cosgrove, I truly hope there’s a reason why you didn’t
alert the authorities as soon as this was found?’

‘That’s where things get a bit murky.’ Cosgrove looked
flustered as Lethbridge-Stewart turned to face him,
pocketing the skin sample.

‘What on earth do you mean?’
‘It’s a case of who else it would alert, and what they

might do with the egg.’
There was a very awkward pause.

The binoculars focused in on Cosgrove’s car as a porter
drove it to the front of the hospital, and Kraylin watched as
the general got in the passenger seat and allowed Lethbridge-
Stewart to drive off.

From his vantage point on the roof across the street, he
turned to Levovitch. Both men were dressed like tourists,
too clean and crisp to be real. Levovitch examined a clear
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photograph of Lethbridge-Stewart arriving at the airport.
‘It’s him. His passport said he was a salesman.’
‘Will they never have an original thought?’ Kraylin

reached into a satchel across his shoulder, producing a
cartographers map. ‘Do you think they’ll leave it until
morning?’

‘If that’s who I think it is, Kraylin, he’ll be driving to the
pyramid as we speak.’
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‘The Pyramid of Khufu? Last of the seven wonders of
the world, so it’s not exactly discreet.’

The left headlight spluttered on the Morris as another
hole in the road made it feel like the car was about to shatter.

‘Less throttle, old man.’ General Cosgrove patted the
dashboard affectionately. ‘You’re talking about 756 feet
each side at the base, maybe close to 460 feet high. Bit of an
expedition, whatever way you look at it.’

‘And the body?’
‘Our friend the Tourist?’ Cosgrove tried to unscrew the

top of his hip flask. He never enjoyed travelling at night.
‘There’s an ascending passageway to the king’s burial
chamber. Found him cowering in the corner.’

‘How long had it been there? Fifty, sixty years?’
Cosgrove pondered for a moment. ‘Oh, well before

looters emptied the place. And that was around 820 AD.’
The car brakes slammed on, creating a small dust cloud,

and the wheels skidded in the sand.  Lethbridge-Stewart
stared at the general. ‘You mean to say he was there for over
a thousand years?’

‘He just appeared. Part of the wall caved in and
disgorged him. Fact of the matter is, he was probably sealed
inside with the pharaoh himself, and that was another two

— CHAPTER TWO —

The Sands of Crime
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thousand or so before that!’

The egg was black. It was so densely coloured that it had
no definite curve to its surface. Like a hole had been
punched through into unending darkness. The longer
Kraylin gazed at it, the more its surroundings slipped out of
focus. It almost started to draw you in, but its embossed
carvings were enough to distract you.

Four small pyramids encircled its body, each with a
different hieroglyph at their lowest point, leading around to
a dominant facial outline, raised against its texture at the
front of the stone. Closed eyes, downturned mouth, round
head. Almost human, but not quite. A crude childlike
representation, or something else entirely? It was impossible
to tell.

‘The analysis is rudimentary.’ Levovitch approached
Kraylin’s desk, flicking through paperwork. The office was
functional, and hardly befitting their rank, but their stature
after the mission’s inevitable success made it tolerable.
‘Summary?’

‘The texture is part granite, part substance unknown,
fused at an apparent molecular level. There’s no available
drill point to break through the surface.’

‘Is that it?’
Kraylin stared at him. ‘As I said, sir. Rudimentary at

best.’
‘It tells us nothing, apart from what we can already see.’

Levovitch gestured to the markings on the egg. ‘Four
pyramids. Four eggs. It’s obvious. We have the first, so the
others are clearly in other burial chambers. But which ones?’

‘The two Englishmen. What if they find them?’
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Levovitch looked concerned. ‘The old man has authority
we cannot buy. The other has the expertise. We let them
figure it out, and then...’

The desk drawer opened and Kraylin took a revolver
out, carefully placing it in front of him as he leaned back
and smiled at Levovitch. ‘We collect the pieces.’

The oil lamp offered very little in the way of reassuring light
as Cosgrove led the way down a sloping tunnel. They were
entering the heart of the pyramid.

‘Wouldn’t it have been wise to bring something more
suitable than, well... Just that?’  Lethbridge-Stewart would
have paid good money for a generator and lights at that
precise moment, or at least a couple of good torches.

‘We won’t need it. Believe me.’ The mouth of the
passageway suddenly opened up, leading into a far bigger
chamber. Cosgrove went straight inside. ‘Just you watch...’

Gaping like a jagged fracture in the mouth of the
limestone, the excavated entrance leading into the Pyramid
had several ropes cordoning it off. In the headlights of the
approaching truck, the two on-site security guards lay on
the ground, quite dead.

The brakes clicked on silently, and Levovitch dropped to
the ground as he jumped down from the passenger seat. His
marksmanship was still good. With his rifle across his
shoulder, he reached into the tool box clamped to the
vehicle’s running board and found the hammer he needed.

Glancing towards the general’s Morris, parked a few
feet from the guards, he started to close in towards it.
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*
The general held the lamp as high as he could. Now wearing
a fez as well, its colour gave the air a slightly red tinge. Just
over six feet wide at floor level, the walls of the Grand
Gallery were built at an angle, tapering up to a narrow roof
so it was only a couple of feet wide at its peak.

‘I call it the glow worm effect. Can you see it?’
He dimmed the fuel feed to the lamp and the wick

spluttered. Sure enough, a soft fluorescence hung in the air,
as though the stones were absorbing and enhancing the light.

‘Remarkable, don’t you think?’
‘And a bit too far ahead of its time for comfort.’

Lethbridge-Stewart frowned as he brushed his fingers across
the wall. The dust left a faint glow on his skin.

Cosgrove stood in the far corner, scuffing his heel
around. ‘Poor fellow was found down here.’

Lethbridge-Stewart took the lamp from him and held it
up, looking towards the ceiling. ‘Dust generally falls
downwards, correct?’  He grabbed a slender pole lying on
the ground. Tying the lamp to the end of it with a
handkerchief, he glanced at the general. ‘In order to find the
answer, you simply have to know how to look!’

Directly overhead at marked intervals, four circular
holes ran along the ridge of the roof. ‘And our friend was
found clutching a stone egg, you say?’

‘For dear life,’ said Cosgrove. ‘About the size of a
pineapple.’

‘What would you think if I suggested it could slot
perfectly into one of those holes, General?’

‘Good grief! So, what about the other three?’
Before he could answer, a rifle butt struck the back of
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Lethbridge-Stewart’s head.

A dull, almost muffled explosion brought Lethbridge-
Stewart back into consciousness. He found himself in the
general’s car, and the bonnet was enveloped in flames.

Lethbridge-Stewart emerged into the rising sunlight
squinting, dazed and bleary, but immediately went to
unholster his revolver as he saw Cosgrove’s body being
dragged into an unfamiliar truck in the distance. He didn’t
understand. This was a civilian operation. No weapons.
Strict instructions.

‘Blast!’
The figure who had dragged Cosgrove’s limp body

turned and mock saluted with a malicious smile as the
vehicle started to pull away.
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Lethbridge-Stewart, bewildered, watched the truck drive
into the distance. The route back to Cairo ran through

the eastern cemetery next to the main pyramid. That much
was clear, and the dust trail spiralling up from the truck gave
a fairly accurate indication of where they were. They were
moving slowly; the route was too hazardous until they hit
the main road.

Lethbridge-Stewart had no choice. He would have to
run, heading for the village the general had driven through,
Nazlet el-Samman. An idea struck him. The route was
entirely downhill.

‘First rule with fire,’ he muttered, sprinting. ‘No water?
Find sand.’

The fez proved invaluable as he threw scoop after scoop
of sand across the flames, which quickly went out. The
engine was destroyed, but it was the steering that mattered,
and that was intact. With the brake cables snapped, there
was no turning back.

Heaving with all his strength, he managed to push the
car around so it hit the brow of the slope leading through
the graves directly ahead, and the basic rules of inertia began
to work. Kicking the door off the driver’s side as the wheels
started to gain speed, he balanced on the vehicle’s frame,

— CHAPTER THREE —

The Desert Ship Race
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working the steering and aiming towards where he guessed
he’d meet the truck.

Fragile slabs of stone exploded into fragments as the
Morris clipped them, ricocheting it left and right but still
letting it close in. The first bullets hitting the bodywork made
it all too clear he’d been spotted. With one arm supporting
him through the burned out windscreen, he ducked down
and tried to slant the car at an angle so it gave him more
cover as it moved.

A spray of bullets hit the front outer tyre. Immediately,
the car began to swing back towards the gunfire. One shot
strafed and clipped his fez.

‘Now that’s just not cricket!’
Snapping off the wing mirror with his free hand,

Lethbridge-Stewart managed to angle the reflection at the
truck. Maybe two hundred, two hundred and fifty feet until
he hit the road alongside them. If he wasn’t looking in that
direction at that exact moment, he’d never have seen
something fly through the air and land in the foot well of
the passenger’s seat.

Four to eight second fuses.
He jumped, forward rolling, perfect parachute drop,

counting out loud, waiting for the grenade to go off. As he
reached twelve seconds, he uncurled himself and looked up.
The fireball detonated and the Morris splintered, like a
jagged burst paper bag.

‘Thirteen seconds...’
Without even realising that someone was standing

directly alongside him, he looked up in alarm as he spoke.
‘The fuse. Far too long. The only people that have that

kind of thing... They’re Russians!’
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The Bedouin camel trader smiled at him, near toothless,
with those that remained as fractured as his English. He’d
watched the whole thing and knew there was a sudden need
for transport.

‘You want camel?’
Lethbridge-Stewart glanced at the line of creatures

flanking out behind him.
‘I have no money.’
‘Give me watch. On your arm. I trade you for fastest.’
As Lethbridge-Stewart stood up, he noticed the pale

green wooden crates strapped to the sides of the camels.
‘Where on earth did you get those?’

‘The shrapnel from the car, it must have hit the petrol tank.’
Levovitch climbed through the canvas flap leading to

the rear of the truck, and slumped into the seat alongside
Kraylin, who sat at the wheel.

‘We’ll make it back to the city. The cars are waiting for
us there. Then we question him. Find out what knowledge
they have.’

Kraylin glanced in the rear view mirror. ‘You said the
other Englishman was dead.’

Levovitch looked at him, puzzled. Leaning round, he
opened the passenger door and looked out.  With fuel
running out fast, the truck was slowing, and the camel
charging towards them was gaining fast. Sitting astride the
hump and clinging on to the reigns, the Englishman
managed to return the earlier mock salute before reaching
down to his side.

Levovitch swung back into the seat, bellowing at
Kraylin. ‘Get off the road! He’s weaponised the camel!’
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Kraylin spun the steering wheel round.

In theory, the World War II rocket launcher Lethbridge-
Stewart had got off the camel dealer, was decommissioned
and heading for the scrap yard. Fortunately, he knew how
to make it work again. Resting the barrel across the hump,
he primed the weapon and shouldered it, taking aim. The
trigger clicked, Lethbridge-Stewart’s shoulder jerked and
there was a dull thud as the missile spat violently towards
its target, just as the truck moved round so its side now faced
him. Clipping across the tarpaulin roof, it detonated in the
air, but the fireball licked the side, setting the vehicle’s top
alight.

As the camel slowed to a stop, the vehicle turned to face
them head on. The doors opened, two men leaned into view,
one of them aiming a rifle at Lethbridge-Stewart, who’d
already reloaded and levelled the launcher right at their
engine.

‘We have the egg,’ spat the the one without the gun.
‘I’ve primed my rocket. Hardly a stalemate. If you shoot,

chances are I’ll fire this either way, and you won’t be able
to tell the difference between your ash and the sand.’

‘What do you want?’
‘Just my colleague.’
The armed man tried to whisper through gritted teeth.

‘He doesn’t want the egg?’
‘He’s bluffing! Why is the old man more valuable?’
‘They must have figured out where the eggs are! He’s

too valuable to lose...’
‘I can hear you, you know.’ Lethbridge-Stewart took the

fez off and balanced it on the camel’s head . He took clearer
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aim. ‘I’m going to count from ten. Ten...’
No movement.
‘Nine... Eight... Seven...’
The first Russian motioned to his armed comrade.
‘Six... Five... Four...’
The armed man eyes narrowed.
‘Three... Two...’
‘And we get to keep the egg?’
‘Of course.  And as a military man, you have my word.’
The Russian slammed the passenger door.

In seconds, Cosgrove stumbled out from behind the truck,
his head bleeding slightly, clutching his fez to his stomach.
The engine started as he moved towards the camel, the gears
snatching loudly and the still burning vehicle turned round.
Clinging on to the side of the door, still aiming his rifle, the
Russian finally went back inside the driver’s cabin as they
moved off.

‘Is there room for one more?’  The general was slightly
breathless.

Lethbridge-Stewart swung his leg round and jumped
down to the ground. ‘Be my guest.  Are you alright, old
chap?’

‘Nothing a shot of whisky wouldn’t cure.’
‘Funny you should say that.’ Lethbridge-Stewart

produced the general’s hip flask from his pocket.  ‘You
dropped it earlier.’

Cosgrove took a swig and he was helped up onto the
camel. He threw Lethbridge-Stewart’s bullet wounded fez
down. ‘These Russians. Not what they once were. Cold War
must have numbed their brains.’
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‘So they did have it with them?’
Lifting the egg out of his own fez, Cosgrove passed it

down to Lethbridge-Stewart. ‘Hardly likely to let it out of
their sight, were they now?’
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   ‘Don’t get what you’re saying, old boy.’ General
Cosgrove refilled his pipe and lit it.

Ahmed was on a losing battle as soon as he brought the
idea up. ‘Maybe there was a way to get in and out of there,
after it was sealed?’

‘Tissue samples have been analysed. Expedition from
the British Museum based in Cairo. Amazing how co-
operative people get when you impound their passports.’

While they talked, Lethbridge-Stewart examined several
maps charting the tunnel systems within the pyramids.
None of it added up. The pyramid of Khafre, Menkaure,
the pyramids of Queens; there was far more than one, so
why Khufu?

‘Strategically, there’s an awful lot of wasted space in
these things.’ He tapped the one showing Khufu.

‘That’s what I mean.’ Ahmed moved to join him. ‘It’s
all down to finding the right entrances. There are theories
that tunnels could lead off for miles, which take you into
burial chambers we have no idea about.’

‘I see. More camouflage. Now, that I can understand.’
Lethbridge-Stewart moved the egg around like a
paperweight, holding another map down as Cosgrove

— CHAPTER FOUR —

Squaring the Circle

‘C ould it have become trapped?’
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moved alongside them.
‘They are graves, you know,’ he said. ‘Rest in peace,

and all that.’
‘Yes, quite, but what else was in there with them, these

pharaoh chaps? What was our friend, the Tourist, trying to
do?’ Taking the egg in his hand and looking at the motifs
beneath each pyramid, Lethbridge-Stewart tried to grasp the
logic of what they meant. The shadow he cast from the sun
as he held it made a straight line reach out across its surface.
No matter which way he turned the egg, the shadow
remained solid and resolute. ‘Of course!’

Both Ahmed and Cosgrove looked at him, and he smiled
and raised the egg up, so it was level against the pyramid in
his eye line.

‘The four pyramids,’ he said. ‘They’re like the points of
a compass.’

‘And you sold the man the rocket launcher?’ The Bedouin
trader smiled toothlessly and nodded as Kraylin counted
out note after note of money. ‘You have no idea how happy
that makes me.’ Turning around, he signalled to Levovitch,
who stood, rifle in hand, by the gates of a vast military
scrapyard.

‘Signal for them to move out.  We might make it there
before sunset.’

Firing the rifle once like a starter pistol, Levovitch waved
his arm in a large arc. Engines roared, creaking into life.
Battered and dented from shellfire, but still working, a line
of four abandoned Nazi tanks began to edge forward, turrets
swivelling and levelling their barrels as the drivers brought
them back to life.
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*
‘So, my friend gave me some advice on how they clear
quarries these days. Instant archeology if you like. Saves
weeks on the digging.’ General Cosgrove held up a stick of
dynamite he’d produced from his pocket, and he fiddled
with the fuse.

A few feet away, Lethbridge-Stewart and Ahmed stood
at a cornerstone.

‘We’ve got one egg, which he seemed to have died trying
to hide,’ Lethbridge-Stewart said. ‘So where do you think
he’d bury the others?’

‘Excuse me.’ Cosgrove pushed past. ‘Some believe the
foundations go down maybe a hundred feet. What if it’s
somewhere on the surface?’

‘Some sort of hidden external chamber?’  Lethbridge-
Stewart glanced up the ridge of stone they were facing.

‘Better stand back, chaps,’ Cosgrove said. ‘I’m useless
at setting timing fuses.’

Only four seconds passed before the explosion went off.

Counterbalanced against the walls of the Grand Gallery,
the scaffolding Ahmed had unloaded from his truck reached
up to the ceiling, allowing Lethbridge-Stewart access to a
small platform via a ladder of planks. He carefully held the
first egg, lifting it towards one of the ornate carved holes
he’d spotted.

The explosion outside caused a shower of dust to fall,
making him choke slightly.

‘How much more of that damned stuff has he got?’ He
asked.

‘That’s the seventh,’ Ahmed counted.  ‘But, we have
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three of the eggs.’
Lethbridge-Stewart tried again. ‘Not the best batting

average, but like you say.’
The tip of the egg touched something and an

interlocking ring of stone, like an iris, suddenly slid into
place around it, holding it fast.

‘Gentlemen, number four!’
Even from as high as he was, Lethbridge-Stewart could

see that there were wisps of smoke drifting off Cosgrove’s
jacket.

‘You really shouldn’t stand so close when they detonate,
General.’

‘I know, I know.’ Handing the latest egg to Ahmed,
Cosgrove started to head back outside. ‘Old age offers a
blissful excuse for making mistakes, when you actually
know what you’re doing all along. And thank you.’ He
disappeared into the adjoining corridor. ‘That’s the first time
you’ve referred to me by my full rank since you got here.’

Lethbridge-Stewart looked up, unsure whether that was
said through pride or anger.

Another egg slotted and locked into place. Ahmed
loaded the pulley they’d rigged up to carry them up to the
ceiling.

In the distance neither of them noticed the echoing
rumble that seemed to be closing in.
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So much dust had erupted when the scaffolding collapsed
that the air seemed to be shrouded in fog.  The last egg

had locked into position when the first wave of shellfire hit,
the whole structure had lurched as Ahmed ran for cover,
and by holding on to the support bars as it slowly collapsed,
Lethbridge-Stewart avoided any rapid or fatal descent.

He was still badly winded and choking, but even as he
tried to get up and regain his balance, he could see that all
four eggs were starting to pulsate with light, and a growing
spread of energy was reaching down the sides of the walls
like roots tunneling into the ground from a tree.

To his side, he caught Ahmed’s hand and pulled his arm
back as he reached out to touch the pattern of veins that
were forming, clearly powering something. But where was
it?

Another volley of explosions shook the foundations, and
a crack split across the floor behind them, gasping out long
dead oxygen from the air pocket of a chamber somewhere
below.

Lethbridge-Stewart had to shout to Ahmed above the
noise that was enveloping them. ‘Where’s Cosgrove?’

Ahmed started to run towards the entrance as he realised
the old man was in danger. As Lethbridge-Stewart followed,

— CHAPTER FIVE —

The Power of the Pyramids
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neither of them saw the wall panel behind them start to slide
open.

‘Sometimes, it’s time to fight. Other times you have to
realise the odds are stacked against you. This is probably
one of them.’ Cosgrove couldn’t raise his arms any higher
to show he’d surrendered. The barrels of four tanks were
focused squarely on him.

Lethbridge-Stewart and Ahmed stopped dead in the
entrance mouth as they saw what was happening. Kraylin
moved to the prow of the lead tank, and this time he saluted
Lethbridge-Stewart.

‘Gentlemen. Come into the light. Stand a little closer
together and I can be economical. Maybe one shell will
finish all three of you at once?’

‘It’s just a map.’
Levovitch slapped Lethbridge-Stewart hard across the

face.
‘Try again. And this time, make me believe you’re not

lying.’
Kraylin held up the map. He grabbed one of the pens

Cosgrove kept clipped to his breast pocket, and started to
draw across the paper.

‘You ignore here, here and here...’
A line linked the Pyramids of Queens.
‘You don’t even look here...’
Again, the line continued to link the points of the

pyramids as he joined it to the other larger structures
‘And yet you figure out to go here.’
As an outline formed, emphasising the peak of the final

pyramid, Lethbridge-Stewart suddenly saw what everything
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meant.
‘Major? Major? Come quickly!’
One of Kraylin’s men charged out of the pyramid,

frantically trying to get his attention. Curious, he snapped
at Levovitch as he moved off, dropping the map to the
ground.

‘Just one move, one breath out of place...’
Levovitch smiled.
‘Can you see it?’ Lethbridge-Stewart barely whispered.
‘What’s that, old man?’ Cosgrove spoke under his breath.
‘Look at the map. The way he’s linked the pyramids...

Don’t you see what it is?’
Ahmed’s eyes widened.
‘It’s a circuit board!’
Lethbridge-Stewart looked at him, his voice barely

audible.
‘And I think we’ve just completed the loop.’

‘What is this?’
The doorway had opened. It hadn’t taken long before it

was found. A simple chamber, lined with gold, and at the
epicentre, ornate and crafted to perfection, a sceptre
embedded in the ground at the end of a narrow trench,
leading to a raised dais.

Kraylin marvelled, not so much at the value the jewels
and precious metals clearly had, but more at the power and
authority the room must have represented.

‘It looks like some kind of throne, sir.’
‘Yes, yes you’re right.’
The words one of his guards had said were all that he

needed to hear. Kraylin glided round to the dais and slowly
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sat on it, almost regally. He looked up.
‘Bring the prisoners to me. Now!’

The Grand Gallery was now pulsating with energy, the
walls seeming to echo with a deep heartbeat as though the
pyramid was powered up, almost coming alive.

As they were led towards the new chamber, Cosgrove
glanced at the ceiling. The eggs were now no longer visible.
The whole ceiling was a mass of undulating light.

‘Wish the dynamite had cracked one of the wretched
things. What use is a cracked egg?’

Lethbridge-Stewart glanced at him for a moment, his
mind racing over what he’d just heard. ‘I won’t kneel for
you.’

Ahmed and the general were already on the floor. Their
refusals had been greeted with a rifle butt to the temple, and
as Levovitch drew back, ready to do the same, Kraylin
motioned for him to stop.

‘No!’
‘Why not?’ Levovitch stared at him.
‘Humour me. I want to know why. Are you trying to

hide fear with pride? Is that the English way?’
‘Not at all. I just never bow to insanity.’
Levovitch went to strike him again, but Kraylin was

once again quick to intervene .
‘No. If you won’t bow... Then bring me that sceptre.’
‘I don’t think you realise what that probably is.’
‘Levovitch. Shoot his friends. In the back.’
Levovitch breached his rifle and aimed at Ahmed.
‘Humour me for a moment. Soldier to soldier.’ As

Lethbridge-Stewart stepped forward, other rifles unlocked
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and took aim.
Kraylin waved his hand, the barrels lowered.
‘Of course.’
‘You have the eggs, you have the power that they

possess, what possible use is humiliating us to you now?’
Kraylin’s stare didn’t falter.
‘Politically, none whatsoever.  Like you say, I am the

power over all of you now, so even sport would be trivial
as an answer. No. It’s not even professional... It’s personal.
Bring me the sceptre; that will destroy you more than any
bullet ever could.’

As Lethbridge-Stewart took a step forward, he just
glanced at Levovitch.

‘You realise you’re next, don’t you?’
‘What?’
‘What if he’s testing me? I’m an obvious successor to

you.’
‘He’s lying.’ Kraylin dismissed the threat, but the slight

laugh Lethbridge-Stewart allowed himself did more than
enough damage.

‘What are you laughing at?’ The tip of Levovitch’s ever
present rifle pressed against Lethbridge-Stewart’s left temple.

‘You’ll find out.’ His smile as he turned and looked over
the weapon made Levovitch snap. He moved forward and
took hold of the sceptre.

‘It should be me.’
‘Get back to where you were! The colonel will bring it

to me, then you can kill him.’
Levovitch threw the rifle to the ground, pushing the

sceptre as he grasped it. There was a loud click as it seemed
to click into a notch, and again as it moved closer to Kraylin.
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The other guards drew closer, watching as the hum of
energy in the room increased.

‘Move back to your position, soldier!’
The sceptre clicked again, moving closer.
Lethbridge-Stewart grabbed the rifle, and unnoticed with

Ahmed, helped Cosgrove to his feet.
‘Come on.’
‘What is that thing?’ The general was bewildered.
‘It’s no sceptre. It’s a lever. We completed the loop,

they’re about to turn it on!’
Raging, Kraylin tried to stand, but his hands, his body,

everything was fusing with the dais as the sceptre finally
touched his hands. In seconds, the surrounding volume of
light was blinding, and the last thing his eyes saw was a
futile salute from Levovitch.

In the Grand Gallery outside, Ahmed led the general
towards the tunnel as fast as he could, while Lethbridge-
Stewart took aim at the furious blaze of energy overhead.
He opened fire, backing away, hoping he could get out in
time as the smell of burning dust billowed out of the chamber.

The entrance was lined with rubble. Areas had caved in.
There’d be years of excavating ahead to find any sign of the
Grand Gallery or what they’d seen happen there. Like so
many things the dust would become sand.

Behind him, the reassuring bellicose groan of Cosgrove
as Ahmed helped him to his feet proved any injuries would
be fleeting.

And there, in the sand, Lethbridge-Stewart’s fez. He
picked it up and brushed the dust away with his sleeve. He
wasn’t particularly fond of it, but there was a friend, a
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traveller he knew who might find a use for it one day.
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Mrs Cosgrove had stocked up the general’s drinks
cabinet, as well as producing a buffet. The general

offered Lethbridge-Stewart an after dinner cigar as they
stepped out for some air onto the veranda. He’d made him
more than welcome, and in the days that had passed since
‘the incident’, as he called it, any reflections Lethbridge-
Stewart could have made had turned into reports and
awkward phone calls.

‘If it was a machine, was the point of it all?’  The general
drew heavily on the tobacco and exhaled a plume of smoke.
‘And it was just left here? To help?’

‘Some cultures believe you earn the right of knowledge
through discovery.’ Cosgrove topped up Lethbridge-
Stewart’s glass as he listened to him. ‘We’ll never
understand what it could have done, what its uses were,
what it was intended for. Not this time, or the last.’

Lethbridge-Stewart tilted the tumbler, allowing the
moonlight to catch the colours or the crystal as he thought
more about it.

‘Don’t see what you mean, old chap.’
‘The Plagues of Egypt, it’s quite clear to me. The floods,

thunderstorms, unending darkness... They couldn’t work
out how to use it either.’

— EPILOGUE—
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the east, but things didn't quite go according to plan. On the
eve of war, something appeared in the sky; a presence that
blotted out the moon. Now it has returned, and no battle
plan can survive first contact with this enemy.

Why do the ghosts of fallen soldiers still fight long-forgotten
battles against living men? What is the secret of the rural
English town of Deepdene? Lethbridge-Stewart has good
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opening of the ‘most haunted lighthouse of the British Isles’,
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